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Abstract
We are going to introduce a new algebraic, analytic structure that
is a kind of generalization of the Hausdorff dimension and measure.
We give many examples and study the basic properties and relations
of such systems.
1 Introduction
In this paper we introduce a new algebraic, analytic structure. In some sense
it is a kind of generalization of the Hausdorff dimension and measure. We are
going to create the basic building blocks of this new theory while presenting
many examples which had inspired the development of such area.
Roughly speaking a dimension structure is a system that consists of a set
and many measurements which measure the points of the set. However most
of those measurements measure a point to either 0 or `8. Moreover the
measurements are (partially) ordered and there is a rule which says roughly
that the greater the measurement position the smaller its value. More pre-
cisely if the value is not infinity then all greater measurements measure the
point to 0. Which gives the opportunity to define dimension of each point.
Hence the points can be compared by two values, the dimension and the
measurement at the dimension.
0AMS (2010) Subject Classifications: 28A78
Key Words and Phrases: Hausdorff dimension and measure
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We present many examples for various dimension structures. Actually
there are example groups like geometric measure theory types, accumula-
tion point types, astronomical distance types, convergence speed types and
restricted Lebesgue measure types.
In the last section we deal with the task how one can build new dimen-
sion structures from already existing ones. E.g. we define substructure,
quotient structure of dimension structures and also sum and direct product
of dimension structures and the more exotic measure sum. Then we devote
a subsection to mappings between dimension structures. Finally we inves-
tigate extensions i.e. how a pre-dimension structure can be extended to a
dimension structure.
1.1 Basic notions and notations
We enumerate many notions and notations that we will frequently use later.
For a set X let P pXq denote the set of all subsets of X .
Let R` “ R` Y t0,`8u “ r0,`8s.
Throughout this subsection (1.1) let S denote a partially ordered set (i.e.
poset).
If a partially ordered set S has a minimum (maximum) element we also
denote it by ´8 (`8). If the set does not have a minimum (maximum)
element then the symbol ´8 (`8) denotes a new element that is less than
(greater than) all elements in S. Let S¯ “ S Y t´8,`8u. E.g. if S has a
minimum and maximum then S “ S¯.
Within a partially ordered set S let us apply the usual convension that
infH “ `8, supH “ ´8.
Let us recall some usual definitions regarding posets.
S is called ordered if @x, y P S are comparable that is x ď y or y ď x
holds.
S is called dense if @x ă y P S Dz P S such that x ă z ă y.
S is called discrete if the topology induced by the partial order is discrete.
Equivalently if there is no infinite chain between two comparable points.
S is called complete if @P Ă S supP and inf P exist.
S is a lattice if @s, p P S infts, pu and supts, pu exist.
S 1 Ă S is called a principal filter if S 1 “ ts P S : inf S 1 ď su. It implies
that inf S 1 “ minS 1 P S.
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If s P S has a successor then it is denoted by s` “ mintp P S : p ą su
while the predecessor (if exists) by s´ “ maxtp P S : p ă su.
P Ă S is convex if a, c P P, b P S, a ă b ă c implies that b P P .
P Ă S is called up-convex if a P P, b P S, a ă b implies that b P P . An
up-convex set is convex. If `8 P P and P is convex then it is up-convex.
P Ă S is called down-convex if a P P, b P S, b ă a implies that b P P .
A down-convex set is convex. If ´8 P P and P is convex then it is down-
convex.
Obviously if ˘8 P S then the only up- and down-convex set is S.
Let us define some usual operations with `8:
0 ¨ p`8q “ 0, p`8q ` p`8q “ `8, p`8q ¨ p`8q “ `8.
If r P R` then
r ¨ p`8q “ `8,
`8
r
“ `8, r ` p`8q “ `8.
Let us extend the domain of the sign function with `8:
signpxq “
$’’’&
’’’%
´1 if x ă 0
0 if x “ 0
1 if x ą 0
`8 if x “ `8.
In this paper λ and L denote the Lebesgue measure on R and the set of
Lebesgue measurable sets respectively.
2 The concept of dimension structure
Definition 2.1 D “ xX, µs : s P Sy is a dimension structure if X is
a set, xS,ăy is a partially ordered set, µs ps P Sq is a function µs : X Ñ
R
` Y t0,`8u and the following axioms hold:
(ax1) If x P X, s, p P S, s ă p and µspxq ă `8 then µppxq “ 0.
(ax2) If x P X, s, p P S, 0 ă µspxq ă `8 and µppxq ă `8 then s, p are
comparable elements.
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(ax3) @x P X D infts P S : µspxq “ 0u.
If ´8 R S then set µ´8pxq “ `8 px P Xq. When `8 R S then set
µ`8pxq “ 0 px P Xq. l
Remark 2.2 With the extension mentioned in the definition µ can be
considered as a function µ : S¯ ˆX Ñ r0,`8s.
Remark 2.3 Clearly (ax2) is statisfied if xS,ăy is ordered.
Obviously (ax3) holds if xS,ăy is a complete partially ordered set.
When xS,ăy is a complete ordered set then only (ax1) has to be checked.
Remark 2.4 Examining (ax3) it can happen that infts P S : µspxq “
0u R S because it equals to ´8 P S¯´S. Or similarly when ts P S : µspxq “ 0u
is empty then the infimum is `8 that may not be in S.
Definition 2.5 Let xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure and x P X.
We will use the following notations:
Sx “ ts P S : µspxq ă `8u, S0x “ ts P S : µspxq “ 0u, S
`8
x “ S ´ Sx.
With that (ax3) can be formulated in a way that infimum of S0x always
exists.
Definition 2.6 Let xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure and x P X.
If 0 ă µspxq ă `8 for some s P S then x is called an s-point.
Let us call x a dimension-point or dim-point if it is an s-point for some
s P S.
In the sequel we are going to enumerate facts that are the analog to ones in
the theory of Hasudorff dimension and measure. In the following statements
we assume that a dimension structure is given with the above attributes.
Proposition 2.7 If x P X, s ă p ps, p P Sq, 0 ă µppxq then µspxq “
`8.
Proof: Indirect, using (ax1). l
Corollary 2.8 If x P X, s ă p ps, p P Sq, µppxq “ `8 then µspxq “
`8. Equivalently S`8x is down-convex px P Xq. l
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Proposition 2.9 If x P X, s ă p ps, p P Sq, µspxq “ 0 then µppxq “ 0.
Equivalently S0x is up-convex px P Xq.
Proof: Apply (ax1). l
The following statements prepare the concept of dimension.
Corollary 2.10 For a given x P X there can be at most one s P S such
that 0 ă µspxq ă `8.
Proof: By (ax2) if there were two then they have to be comparable and
then (ax1) yields a contradiction. l
Corollary 2.11 (ax3) is equivalent to @x P X D inf Sx.
Corollary 2.12 For a given x P X
supts P S : µspxq “ `8u ď infts P S : µspxq “ 0u
if the sup and inf exist and they are comparable.
Proof: Let s “ supts P S : µspxq “ `8u, i “ infts P S : µspxq “ 0u. Let
suppose that i ă s. Then there is a P X, i ă a ď s such that µapxq “ `8.
And similarly there is a b P X, i ď b ă a such that µbpxq “ 0. But then by
2.9 µapxq “ 0 which is a contradiction. l
Corollary 2.13 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure with
S being ordered. Then for a given x P X if µspxq “ `8 and µppxq “ 0 then
s ă p. Moreover if 0 ă µqpxq ă `8 then s ă q ă p. l
Proposition 2.14 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure
with S being dense, complete and ordered. Then
supts P S : µspxq “ `8u “ infts P S : µspxq “ 0u.
Proof: If S`8x “ H then by 2.7 inf S
0
x “ ´8 hence the assertion holds.
The case S0x “ H is similar.
Suppose that S`8x ‰ H and ‰ S. Then by 2.12 supS
`8
x ď inf S
0
x holds.
If they would not be equal then there were infinitely many points between
them which is a contradiction since all but one point satisfy µspxq “ 0 or
`8. l
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Definition 2.15 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure.
For x P X set
dimD x “ dim x “ infts P S : µspxq ă `8u P S¯.
It is called the dimension of x in D.
Remark 2.16 If D “ xX, µs : s P Sy is a dimension structure with S
being dense, complete and ordered then
dimD x “ supts P S : µspxq “ `8u px P Xq.
In a dimension structure we can easily define a partial order on X using
dimension and the given measure.
Definition 2.17 Let xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure. We
define a partial order on X. Let x, y P X.
x ďD y ðñ
#
dim x ă dim y or
dim x “ dim y “ d and µdpxq ď µdpyq.
Obviously if S is ordered then it is an order too.
If we want to measure the size of an object x P X , µdimxpxq is not enough
alone, actually we need dim x as well. Hence we can express the size of x by
two numbers dim x and µdimxpxq.
Definition 2.18 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimensional structure.
For x P X let µD : X Ñ S ˆ r0,`8s
µDpxq “ pdim x, µdimxpxqq.
Proposition 2.19 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimensional structure.
If we equip S ˆ r0,`8s with the lexicographic order then
x ďD y ðñ µDpxq ď µDpyq px, y P Xq.
l
Definition 2.20 For dimension structure D and d P S,m P r0,`8s
define CDd,m “ Cd,m “ tx P X : dim x “ d, µdpxq “ mu.
Proposition 2.21 x P X is an s-point iff dim x “ s and 0 ă µdimxpxq ă
`8. l
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2.1 Special classes of dimension structures
Here we define some important properties of dimension structures.
Definition 2.22 We call a dimension structure D “ xX, µs : s P Sy
fully-normal if @s P S Dx P X such that 0 ă µspxq ă `8 i.e. x is an
s-point. D is normal if @s P S, s R t´8,`8u there exists an s-point. D is
called quasi-normal if @s P S, s R t´8,`8u there exists x P X such that
dim x “ s.
Definition 2.23 We call a dimension structure xX, µs : s P Sy
p-strong if @x P X Ds P S such that µspxq ă `8,
m-strong if @x P X Ds P S such that 0 ă µspxq.
If it is p-strong and m-strong at the same time then it is called strong.
Proposition 2.24 Propery p-strong is equivalent to the condition that
dim x ‰ `8 px P Xq, while property m-strong is equivalent to the condition
that dim x ‰ ´8 px P Xq.
We might have added the following property to the axioms because it is so
generic however it might have restricted the concept of dimension structure
too much.
Definition 2.25 A dimension structure D “ xX, µs : s P Sy is called
principal if @x P X Sx Y tinf Sxu is a principal filter in S.
Remark 2.26 D is principal iff Sx ´ tinf Sxu “ ts P S : s ą inf Sxu.
Remark 2.27 If S is ordered then D is principal.
Proposition 2.28 Dimension structure D “ xX, µs : s P Sy is princi-
pal iff x P X, s ą dim x implies that µspxq “ 0.
Proof: Necessity is obvious. We prove sufficiency. Let us assume that D
is not principal. Then there is x P X, s P S, s ą dim x such that µspxq “ `8
which is a contradiction. l
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Example 2.29 If D is not principal then it can happen that for some
x P X there is s P S such that s ą dim x and µspxq “ `8.
To provide such example let X “ tx0u, S “ t´n : n P Nu Y t´8, au
where a is a new symbol differing from the other ones. Set
s ă p ðñ
$’&
’%
´s,´p P N and s ă p
s “ ´8
s “ a, p “ ´1.
Then S is a lattice. Set
µspx0q “
#
`8 if s P t´8, au
0 otherwise.
Then xX, µs : s P Sy is a dimensional structure and dim x0 “ ´8 and
obviously the assertion holds since µapx0q “ `8.
In a plain dimension structure among the points of X there is no any
connection. The following definition provides some.
Definition 2.30 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimensional structure
and let xX,ďy be partially ordered too. If α is a cardinal number, we say that
D is α-synchronized if the followings hold:
1. If x ď y px, y P Xq then µDpxq ď µDpyq.
2. If Y Ă X, |Y | ď α and sup Y exists in X then suptdim y : y P Y u
exists as well and dimpsupY q “ suptdim y : y P Y u holds.
We say that D is finitely-synchronized if condition 2 holds for finite sets Y
(and condition 1 remains valid too).
Remark 2.31 Alone condition 1 gives that if Y Ă X, supY and
suptdim y : y P Y u exist then suptdim y : y P Y u ď dimpsupY q.
Proof: Condition 1 gives that x ď y implies that dim x ď dim y. And if
y P Y then y ď sup Y hence dim y ď dim supY . l
Proposition 2.32 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimensional structure
with S being ordered. Then condition 1 is equivalent to
if x ď y then @s P S µspxq ď µspyq. (1)
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Proof: Let us prove necessity. If dim x “ dim y then it is obvious. Let
dim x ă dim y and assume that Ds P S such that µspxq ą µspyq. It gives that
µspyq ă `8 and then dim y ď s. But it implies that dim x ă s which yields
that µspxq “ 0 that is a contradiction because µspyq should be negative.
Let us show sufficiency. The new condition (1) gives that
ts P S : µspyq ă `8u Ă ts P S : µspxq ă `8u
which implies that dim x ď dim y. If dim x ă dim y the we are done, while if
dim x “ dim y “ d then µdpxq ď µdpyq gives the statement. l
Remark 2.33 There is a weaker form of Condition1:
1’. If x ď y px, y P Xq then dim x ď dim y.
If xX, µs : s P Sy is a dimensional structure with X being ordered then
for finite synchronization Condition 1’ is sufficient.
Proposition 2.34 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimensional structure
with X being ordered. Then condition 1 implies finite synchronization. l
The question arises that if we equipped X with the partial order from ďD
could this make D (at least) finitely synchronized. The answer is negative
even when S and xX,ďDy are lattices as the next example shows.
Example 2.35 Let S “ ta, b, c, d, eu, X “ tx, y, z, wu. The order on
S: a ă c ă d ă e, a ă b ă d. Clearly S is a lattice. Let us define µ:
@s P S µspxq “ 0, if s P tc, d, eu then µspzq “ 0, if s P tb, d, eu then µspyq “ 0
and µepwq “ 0. Let µ “ `8 for all not yet defined cases.
Then dim x “ a, dim y “ b, dim z “ c, dimw “ e. We get that x ďD y ďD
w, x ďD z ďD w. Therefore X becomes a lattice but d “ suptdim y, dim zu ă
dim supty, zu “ e.
We define one more property.
Definition 2.36 We call a dimension structure xX, µs : s P Sy
p-small if @x P X µdimxpxq ă `8,
m-small if @x P X 0 ă µdimxpxq.
If it is p-small and m-small at the same time then it is called small and
that is eqivalent to that all x P X is a dim x-set.
Proposition 2.37 Let D be a dimension structure. If D is p-small
then it is p-strong. If D is m-small then it is m-strong. If D is small then it
is strong. l
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2.2 Discrete ordered dimension structures
We mention an important special case here.
Proposition 2.38 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be given such that X is
a set, xS,ăy is a partially ordered set, µs ps P Sq is a function µs : X Ñ
R
` Y t0,`8u and let S be discrete and ordered. Then D is a dimension
structure iff the following holds:
(ax1’) µspxq ă `8 ñ µs`pxq “ 0 pwhenever s P S, x P X and s` denotes
the successor of sq
Proof: (ax1) can be shown by induction from (ax1’). (ax2) is satisfied be-
cause S is ordered, and (ax3) holds because a discrete ordered set is complete.
l
Proposition 2.39 If D “ xX, µs : s P Sy is a dimension structure with
S being discrete and ordered then
psupS`8x q
` ď dim x ď inf S0x.
Proof: dim x “ mints P S : µspxq ă `8u l
Corollary 2.40 If D “ xX, µs : s P Sy is a p-strong dimension struc-
ture with S being discrete and ordered, x P X then µdimxpxq ă `8 i.e. D is
p-small. l
3 Examples
Example 3.1 The classic Hausdorff dimension and measure on R is
a dimension structure: D “ xP pRq : µs : s P r0, 1sy where µs is the s-
dimensional Hausdorff measure. Moreover if we equip P pRq with the partial
order from set inclusion then D becomes an ℵ0-synchronized dimension struc-
ture.
Remark 3.2 We can also get dimension structures if we replace ”Haus-
dorff dimension” to ”box-counting dimension” or ”packing dimension” or any
other such geometric type dimension and measure.
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Example 3.3 Let us use the notation H 1 for the accumulation points
of a subset H of R. Let Hp0q “ H and Hpn`1q “ pHpnqq1 for n P N Y t0u. If
n P NY t0u let
µnpHq “
#
|Hpnq| if |Hpnq| is finite
`8 otherwise
Then D “ xP pRq, µn : n P NY t0uy is a dimension structure. If we equip
P pRq with the partial order from set inclusion then D becomes a finitely-
synchronized normal dimension structure.
Proof: Clearly if |Hpnq| is finite then Hpn`1q “ H and this yields (ax1’).
We show that D is finitely-synchronized. Let us recall the facts that
A Ă B ñ A1 Ă B1 and pA Y Bq1 “ A1 Y B1. These imply that A Ă B ñ
Apnq Ă Bpnq and pA Y Bqpnq “ Apnq Y Bpnq pn P Nq which simply give the
statement.
Normality is obvious since if dimH R t0,`8u then H is a dimH-point.
l
Remark 3.4 Obviously D is not ℵ0-synchronized as the following sets
testify: Hi “ t1i u pi P Nq since dimHi “ 0 while dim
Ť`8
1
Hi “ 1.
Remark 3.5 If we slighly modify D with leaving out the empty set from
the underlying set then xP pRq ´ tHu, µn : n P N Y t0uy becomes m-small.
Example 3.6 We can generalize the previous example further. Let α ă
ω1 be an ordinal number. If α “ β ` 1 is a successor ordinal then let Hpαq “`
Hpβq
˘1
, and when α is a limit ordinal then let Hpαq “
Ş
βăα
Hpβq. If α ă ω1
let
µαpHq “
#
|Hpαq| if |Hpαq| is finite
`8 otherwise.
Then D “ xP pRq, µα : α ă ω1y is a dimension structure. If we equip
P pRq with the partial order from set inclusion then D becomes a finitely-
synchronized normal dimension structure.
In this case the dimension of a set can be greater then ω0.
Example 3.7 Let X “ tpxnq sequence on R : xn Ñ `8u. We want to
measure how fast the sequence tends to infinity. For α ą 0 set
lαpxnq “ lim
nÑ8
xn
nα
, Lαpxnq “ lim
nÑ8
xn
nα
.
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Then xX, lα : α ą 0y and xX, Lα : α ą 0y are normal dimension structures.
Proof: We show it for xX, lα : α ą 0y, the other is similar.
Suppose lαpxnq ă `8, α ă β P R. Then lim xnnβ “ lim
xn
nα
1
nβ´α
“ 0 because
lim 1
nβ´α
“ 0.
Obviously @α Dpxnq such that 0 ă lαpxnq ă `8, e.g. nα. l
We can generalize the previous example further. (The proof is similar
hence omitted.)
Example 3.8 Let X “ tpxnq sequence on R : xn Ñ `8u. Set S “
ω0ˆ
`
R
`Yt0u
˘
and take the lexicographic order on S. For m P ω0 we define
functions on R: f0pxq ” 1, f1pxq “ ex, fm`1pxq “ efmpxq If pxnq P X, pm,αq P
S let
lpm,αqpxnq “ lim
nÑ8
xn
fmpnq ¨ nα
, Lpm,αqpxnq “ lim
nÑ8
xn
fmpnq ¨ nα
.
Then xX, lpm,αq : pm,αq P Sy and xX, Lpm,αq : pm,αq P Sy are normal
dimension structures. Now the dimension of a point is of the form pm,αq P S.
Of course further such generalizations are still possible.
We now present a different type of generalization.
Example 3.9 Let X “ tpxnq sequence on R : xn Ñ `8u. For α, β ą
0 let
lα,βpxnq “
$&
%
`8 if lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα
“ `8 or lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n`1qβ
“ `8
lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα
¨ lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n`1qβ
otherwise.
Then xX, lα,β : α, β ą 0y is a dimension structure where we take the product
order on R` ˆ R` (the underlying poset is not ordered any more).
Proof: Let us check (ax1). Suppose lα,βpxnq ă `8. Then
lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα
ă `8 and lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n` 1qβ
ă `8.
Let pα, βq ă pα1, β 1q. Then α ă α1 and β ď β 1 or β ă β 1 and α ď α1.
Assume the first holds (the other is similar). Then
lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα1
“ lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα
1
p2nqα1´α
“ 0
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because lim 1
p2nqα1´α
“ 0. Obviuosly lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n`1qβ1
ď lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n`1qβ
hence lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n`1qβ1
ă
`8. Which implies that lα1,β1pxnq “ 0.
We show that (ax2) holds too. Let 0 ă lα,βpxnq ă `8 and lα1,β1pxnq ă
`8. Then
0 ă lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα
ă `8 and 0 ă lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n` 1qβ
ă `8
and
lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα1
ă `8 and lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n` 1qβ1
ă `8.
From that we get that α ď α1 and β ď β 1 which yields that pα, βq ď pα1, β 1q.
Let us validate (ax3). Evidently
tpα, βq : lα,βpxnq ă `8u “ tα : lim
x2n
p2nqα
ă `8uˆtβ : lim
x2n`1
p2n` 1qβ
ă `8u
hence the infimum exists. l
Remark 3.10 The dimension structure is not principal in 3.9.
To show that take the sequence xn “ n logn. Clearly
lim
nÑ8
x2n
2n
“ lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
2n` 1
“ `8.
If α ą 1 and β ą 1 then
lim
nÑ8
x2n
p2nqα
“ lim
nÑ8
x2n`1
p2n` 1qβ
“ 0
which gives that dimpxnq “ p1, 1q. If we take e.g. p1, 5q then p1, 1q ă p1, 5q
and l1,5pxnq “ `8 because the first factor is `8.
Remark 3.11 In 3.9 we can get a different however very similar ex-
ample if in the definition of lα,βpxnq we change the product to min.
Remark 3.12 We can slightly extend X in the previous examples (3.7,3.8,3.9)
by adding generalized sequences which can also take the value `8.
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Remark 3.13 Using the previous methods one can measure conver-
gence speed as well. Let an Ñ a P R. Let
xn “
#
1
|an´a|
if an ‰ a
`8 otherwise.
Then pxnq is a generalized sequence tending to infinity and we can apply the
generalized form of the previously definied dimensions and measures of pxnq
to panq.
Example 3.14 We define a mathematical model for describing astro-
nomical/atomic distances. First let us explain for what exactly we want to
construct a model.
When we measure distances in the universe we find that there are dis-
tance classes in the following sense. E.g. we have one class of distances
when we measure man size objects on Earth. Another class is when we mea-
sure distance between planetary objects (planets, meteorites, etc.) since those
distances are many orders of magnitude greater than the previous ones. Then
a higher class is when we measure distance between stars because again those
distances are far bigger than the previous ones. Next class is the distance
between galaxys.
Or we can go downward as well. When we measure distances between
components in a cell than those are many order of magnitude smaller than
distances of man size objects. The next class down can be the distance between
atoms, then distance between elementary particles.
And each time in a class we get distances that do not differ from each
other much, while distances in different classes are differ by many orders of
magnitude.
Let us now present a mathematical model for such system.
Let X be a set. For each n P Z let ρn be a pseudo–metric on X with the
additional property that ρnpx, yq can take the value `8 as well. We require
two more axioms:
(1) ρnpx, yq ă `8 ñ ρn`1px, yq “ 0 px, y P Xq
(2) @x, y P X px ‰ yq Dn P Z such that 0 ă ρnpx, yq ă `8
Then xtpx, yq : x, y P X, x ‰ yu; ρn : n P Zy is a small dimension struc-
ture.
Proof: If n ă m, ρnpx, yq ă `8 then ρmpx, yq “ 0 by induction from (1).
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Obviously xZ,ăy is a complete ordered set that gives (ax2) and (ax3). l
Here the dimension of an object (=2 points) gives the scale (or better to
say name of the scale) where their distance can be reasonable measured.
Now we construct an object that satisfies these axioms.
Example 3.15 Let
X “ tpxnq`8n“´8 : xn P R and Dk P Z such that xm “ 0 whenever m ě ku Ă R
Z.
For x “ pxnq, y “ pynq P X let
ρnpx, yq “
#
|xn ´ yn| if xm “ ym @m ą n
`8 otherwise
.
One can readily check that xtpx, yq : x, y P X, x ‰ yu; ρn : n P Zy satisfies
the above axioms.
We can define a continuous version as well.
Example 3.16 Let X be a set. For each s P R let ρs be a pseudo–
metric on X with the additional property that ρspx, yq can take the value `8
as well. We require two more axioms:
(1) If x, y P X, s, p P S, s ă p and ρspx, yq ă `8 then ρppx, yq “ 0
(2) @x, y P X px ‰ yq Ds P R such that 0 ă ρspx, yq ă `8
Then xtpx, yq : x, y P X, x ‰ yu; ρs : s P Ry is a dimension structure.
Example 3.17 To get a slightly reduced such system let us take the
dimension structure associated to the Hausdorff measure and dimension (Ex-
ample 3.1). For 0 ď s ď 1, H,K Ă R let ρspH,Kq “ µs
`
pH´KqYpK´Hq
˘
.
Evidently ρs is a pseudo-metric and the system xP pRq : ρs : s P r0, 1sy satis-
fies condition (1) in 3.16. Of course ρs is not defined for all s P R, just for
s P r0, 1s and (2) is not always holds.
Example 3.18 Let pX, τq be a topological space that is not M2. Let
a Borel measure µ be given on X and let µ also denote the outer measure
obtained by µ. If H Ă X let us define the accumulation points of H regarding
the system τ, µ:
H 1 “ tx P H : K is open, x P K ùñ µpH XKq ą 0u.
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Set Hp0q “ H and Hpn`1q “
`
Hpnq
˘1
for n P N. Obviously Hpn`1q Ă Hpnq.
If n P N Y t0u let
µnpHq “
#
µ
`
Hpnq
˘
if µ
`
Hpn`1q
˘
“ 0
`8 otherwise.
Then xP pXq, µn : n P NY t0uy is a dimension structure.
We can easily generalize some of the previous examples.
Example 3.19 Let xX,ăy be a partially ordered set and f : X Ñ X be
a function with the property that if x P X then fpxq ď x. Let f0pxq “ fpxq
and fn`1pxq “ f
`
fnpxq
˘
for n P N. If n P NY t0u let
µnpxq “
$’&
’%
0 if fnpxq “ fn`1pxq
1 if fnpxq ‰ fn`1pxq “ fn`2pxq
`8 otherwise.
Then xX, µn : n P NY t0uy is a dimension structure.
Example 3.20 If H Ă R, H P L, n P Z let
µnpHq “
#
`8 if λpH X rn` 1,`8qq ą 0
λpH X rn, n` 1qq otherwise
where λ,L denote the Lebesgue measure on R and the set of Lebesgue mea-
surable sets respectively.
Then xL, µn : n P Zy is a discrete dimension structure.
We can create the planar version of the previous example.
Example 3.21 If H Ă R2, H P L, n,m P Z let
Hn,m “ H X rn, n` 1q ˆ rm,m` 1q,
Hˆn,m “ H X tpx, yq P R2 : x ě n` 1 or y ě m` 1u,
and
µn,mpHq “
#
`8 if λpHˆn,mq ą 0
λpHn,mq otherwise
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where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure on R2 and L is the set of Lebesgue
measurabe sets.
Then
@
L, µn,m : pn,mq P xZ2,ăy
D
is a principal dimension structure
where ă is the product order on Z2. Obviously here the underlying poset is
not ordered.
Proof: (ax1): Let µn,mpHq ă `8, pn,mq ă pn1, m1q. Then n ď n1, m ă
m1 or n ă n1, m ď m1 holds. Assume the first (the other is similar).
Evidently Hˆn1,m1 Ă Hˆn,m which gives that λpHˆn1,m1q “ 0 because λpHˆn,mq “
0. Hence µn1,m1pHq “ λpHn1,m1q butHn1,m1 Ă Hˆn,m which yields that µn1,m1pHq “
0.
(ax2): Let 0 ă µn,mpHq ă `8, µn1,m1pHq ă `8. Then λpHˆn,mq “
0, λpHˆn1,m1q “ 0 and 0 ă λpHn,mq ă `8. Therefore Hn,m Ć Hˆn1,m1 . If pn,mq
and pn1, m1q were incomparable then either n ă n1, m ą m1 or n ą n1, m ă m1
would hold. In any case Hn,m Ă Hˆn1,m1 would hold which is a contradiction.
(ax3): xZ2,ăy is a discrete lattice therefore complete.
Principal: Let pn,mq “ inftpk, lq : µk,lpHq ă `8u and pn,mq ă pn1, m1q.
First observe that pn,mq P tpk, lq : µk,lpHq ă `8u because xZ2,ăy is dis-
crete. Hence µn,mpHq ă `8.
Suppose that µn1,m1pHq “ `8. Then λpHˆn1,m1q ą 0. But Hˆn1,m1 Ă Hˆn,m
which gives that λpHˆn,mq ą 0 and we would get that µn,mpHq “ `8 that is
a contradiction. l
The following example is based on an expansion of numbers, namely every
number z in r0,`8q can be uniquely written in the form
z “ ee
...e
x
x`1
where x P r0,`8q. This form has two parameters: the height of the tower
of ee
e...
(that can be 0) and x. Both parameters are uniquely determined by
z.
Example 3.22 We need some definition first.
Let g0 : r0,`8q Ñ R, g0pxq “ xx`1 . If n P N then set gn : r0,`8q Ñ
R, gnpxq “ egn´1pxq. Let us observe that if n ă m then y P Ran gn, z P
Ran gm implies that y ă z. Moreover
Ť
nPNYt0uRan gn “ r0,`8q.
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If x P r0,`8q, n P NY t0u then set hx,npyq : r0,`8s Ñ R
hx,npyq “
#
gnpyq ´ x if y ă `8
lim
zÑ`8
gnpzq ´ x if y “ `8.
The limit exists because z ÞÑ gnpzq ´ x strictly increasing. Hence hx,npyq
strictly increasing.
Let us show that if x P r0,`8q, n P N Y t0u are given then there is a
unique y0 P r0,`8s such that |hx,npyq| takes its minimum in y0.
The minimum exists because |hx,npyq| is continuous and r0,`8s is com-
pact. The minimum is unique since hx,npyq strictly increasing.
Now we can define the dimension structure.
Let D “ xr0,`8q, µs : s P N Y t0uy where both r0,`8q and N Y t0u is
equipped with the usual order and if x P r0,`8q, n P N Y t0u then µnpxq “
y0 where y0 is the unique number in r0,`8s such that |hx,npyq| takes its
minimum. Then D is a finitely synchronized normal dimension structure.
Proof: We have to prove (ax1’). Suppose that µnpxq ă `8 for some
x P r0,`8q, n P N Y t0u. It is easy to see that then either x P Ran gn or
@z P Ran gn, x ă z holds. Both cases imply that @z P Ran gn`1, x ă z
holds which yields that µn`1pxq “ 0.
Finite synchronization follows from 2.34 and 2.32 and the fact that x ď y
implies that @s P S µspxq ď µspyq.
Normality is trivial. l
Here the dimension of a point x is the height of the tower of ee
e...
.
A straightforward examle can show that D is not ℵ0 synchronized.
4 Building new dimension structures
There are many ways how we can get a new dimension structure from already
existing ones. In this section we are going to present such constructions.
Most of the proofs are straightforward therefore they are omitted in many
cases.
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4.1 Substructure
Proposition 4.1 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure.
Let Y Ă X,P Ă S such that P inherits the order from S and P is complete.
When p P P then let νp “ µp|Y .
Then D1 “ xY, νp : p P P y is a dimension structure. l
Definition 4.2 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy, D1 “ xY, νp : p P P y be two
dimension structures. Let Y Ă X,P Ă S such that P inherits the order from
S. When p P P then let νp “ µp|Y .
Then D1 is called the substructure of D.
This method contains the important case when we leave out measures
only and keep X intact. Even more important case is defined in
Definition 4.3 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure. Set
X 1 “ tx P X : Ds P S such that 0 ă µspxq ă `8u and S 1 “ ts P S : Dx P X
such that 0 ă µspxq ă `8u. D1 “ xX 1, µs : s P S 1y is called the normalization
of D and it is a normal dimension structure.
Remark 4.4 One can readily create examples where the dimension of
a point gets smaller in the substructure, and also where the dimension of a
point gets greater in the substructure than it was in the original structure.
E.g. let xP pRq : µs : s P r0, 1sy as in example 3.1. Let Y “ X “ P pRq
and P “ r0, 0.3sYp0.5, 0.6sYr0.8, 1s. Let D1 “ xY, νp : p P P y. Let H,K Ă R
such that the Hausdorff dimension of H,K equals to 0.4 and 0.7 respectively.
Then dimD1 H “ 0.3 and dimD1 K “ 0.8.
Proposition 4.5 Let D1 be a substructure of D as above. Let x P Y
be an s-point in D for s P P . Then x is an s-point in D1 as well. I.e.
dimD1 x “ dimD x in this case.
4.2 Quotient structure
Proposition 4.6 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure
with S being complete. Let X “ YiPIXi, Xi XXj “ H pi, j, P I, i ‰ jq. For
i P I, s P S let νspiq “ suptµspxq : x P Xiu
Then D1 “ xI, νs : s P Sy is a dimension structure.
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Proof: Let us check (ax1). If νspiq ă `8, s ă p P S then µspxq ă
`8 @x P Xi. It gives that µppxq “ 0 @x P Xi that implies that νppiq “ 0.
Now we show (ax2). If 0 ă νspiq ă `8 then Dx0 P Xi such that 0 ă
µspx0q ă `8. If νppiq ă `8 then µppxq ă `8 @x P Xi. Hence µppx0q ă `8
and by (ax2) in D we get that s, p are comparable. l
Definition 4.7 D1 is called the quotient of D.
Example 4.8 (ax3) does not necessarily hold if S is not complete.
Let S “ t´ 1
n
: n P Nu Y t 1
n
: n P Nu with the order inherited from R. Let
X “ tx1, x2, x3, . . . u and if s P S, xi P X then let
µspxiq “
#
0 if s ě ´1
i
`8 otherwise.
Now let X “ X1 a one element partition (i.e. I “ t1u). We get that
νsp1q “
#
0 if s ą 0
`8 otherwise.
Therefore there is no infimum in S of the set ts P S : νsp1q “ 0u “ t 1n : n P
Nu.
We give a generic example for a quotient.
Proposition 4.9 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure
with S being complete. Let us take the partition of X
X “
ď
pd,mqPS¯ˆr0,`8s
CDd,m
and set Y “ tpd,mq P S¯ˆr0,`8s : Dx P X such that dim x “ d, µdpxq “ mu
and νdpyq “ m py P Y, y “ pd,mqq. Then xY, νs : s P Sy is a quotient of D.
l
Proposition 4.10 Let D,D1 be dimension structures as above with S
being complete. Then suptdimD x : x P Xiu ď dimD1 i.
Proof: Let s “ dimD1 i and νspiq “ m. Let us suppose that there is y P Xi
such that s ă dimD y “ k. Then µspyq “ `8 which gives that m “ `8 too.
Also νkpiq “ 0 which gives that µkpyq “ 0. From s “ dimD1 i ă k we get that
there is p P S such that s ă p ă k. Then νppiq “ 0 and µppyq “ `8 holds
which yields that νppiq “ `8 which is a contradiction. l
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4.3 Sum of structures
Proposition 4.11 Let P be a partially ordered set and for all p P P
let Dp “ xXp, µ
ppq
s : s P Spy be a dimension structures such that XpXXq “ H
and Sp X Sq “ H pp, q P P, p ‰ qq. Let ˘8Sp P Sp denote the minimum and
maximum of Sp.
Let X “
Ť
pPP
Xp, S “
Ť
pPP
Sp. Let us define partial order on S: if s1, s2 P
S, s1 P Sp1, s2 P Sp2 pp1, p2 P P q then set
s1 ă s2 ðñ
#
if p1 “ p2 and s1 ă s2 in Sp1
if p1 ă p2.
For x P X, s P S, x P Xp, s P Sq pp, q P P q let
ηspxq “
$’’&
’’%
µspxq if p “ q
0 if p ă q
`8 if q ă p
`8 if p, q are non-comparable.
Then D1 “ xX, ηs : s P Sy is a dimension structure. l
Definition 4.12 D1 is called the sum of tDp : p P P u over P and
denoted by ‘pPPDp.
There is one slight disadvantage of this method: if for a point in Xp
the dimension was `8Sp in the original structure then it may significantly
change in the new structure.
Proposition 4.13 Let P be a partially ordered set and for all p P P let
Dp “ xXp, µ
ppq
s : s P Spy be a dimension structures as above. Let D “ ‘pPPDp
If x P X, x P Xp then
dimD x “
$’’’&
’’’%
dimDp x if dimDp x ‰ `8Sp
dimDp x if dimDp x “ `8Sp and µ`8ppxq ă `8
dimDp x if dimDp x “ `8Sp and µ`8ppxq “ `8 and Emintq P P : p ă qu
´8Sr if dimDp x “ `8Sp and µ`8ppxq “ `8 and r “ mintq P P : p ă qu.
l
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4.4 Measure sum
Proposition 4.14 Let Di “ xX, µ
piq
s : s P Sy be dimension structures
for all i P N with S being complete. Then
D “
A
X,
8ÿ
i“1
µpiqs : s P S
E
is a dimension structure.
Proof: (ax1): Let µs “
8ř
i“1
µ
piq
s and x P X, s, p P S, s ă p. If µspxq ă `8
then @i P N µpiqs pxq ă `8 which implies that @i µ
piq
p pxq “ 0 that gives that
µppxq “ 0.
(ax2): If 0 ă
8ř
i“1
µ
piq
s pxq ă `8 then there is j P N such that 0 ă µ
pjq
s pxq ă
`8. If
8ř
i“1
µ
piq
p pxq ă `8 then @i P N µ
piq
p pxq ă `8 holds, especially µ
pjq
p pxq ă
`8. That gives that s, p are comparable. l
Definition 4.15 We call D the measure sum of the system tDi : i P Nu.
Example 4.16 If S is not complete then (ax3) does not necessarily
hold.
Let X “ txu, S 1 “ t˘ 1
n
: n P Nu, S “ S 1 Y tau. If s, p P S then let
s ă p ðñ
$’&
’%
s, p P S 1 and s ă p
s “ a, p “ 1
s “ ´1, p “ a.
Evidently S is a lattice. Let
µp1qs pxq “
#
0 if s P S 1, s ­“ ´1
`8 if s “ ´1 or s “ a,
and
µp2qs pxq “
#
0 if s P S 1, s ą 0 or s “ a
`8 otherwise.
Then obviously there does not exists the infimum of ts P S : µp1qs pxq`µ
p2q
s pxq “
0u “ t 1
n
: n P Nu.
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Obviously we can have the measure sum of finitely many dimension struc-
tures too. For principal dimension structures if S is a lattice then for finitely
many dimension structures we can omit the condition that S is complete.
Proposition 4.17 Let Di “ xX, µ
piq
s : s P Sy be principal dimension
structures for 1 ď i ď n pn P Nq with S being a lattice. Then
D “
A
X,
nÿ
i“1
µpiqs : s P S
E
is a dimension structure.
Proof: We have to check (ax3). Let S 1 “ ts P S :
nř
i“1
µ
piq
s pxq ă `8u, S 1i “
ts P S : µpiqs pxq ă `8u p1 ď i ď nq. Clearly S 1 “
nŞ
i“1
S 1i. By principality
condition S 1i Y ts
1
iu is a principal filter (1 ď i ď n) where s
1
i “ inf S
1
i. In a
lattice the intersection of finitely many principal filters is a principal filter
moreover s1 “ supts1i : 1 ď i ď nu “ inf
Şn
i“1pS
1
i Y ts
1
iuq. We show that
inf S 1 “ s1 too. There are two cases.
(1) If Di P t1, . . . , nu such that s1 “ s1i. Then clearly S
1 “ S 1i and the
statement is obvious.
(2) If no such i exists then s1 ą s1i for all i P t1, . . . , nu. That means that
s1 P S 1i for all i, i.e. s
1 P
Şn
i“1 S
1
i “ S
1 and evidently it is the smallest
element in S 1.
l
Example 4.18 We cannot ommit the principality condition as Exam-
ple 4.16 shows.
Proposition 4.19 Let D be the measure sum of the dimension struc-
tures Di “ xX, µ
piq
s : s P Sy pi P Nq (S is complete). If x P X then
suptdimDi x : i P Nu ď dimD x. Moreover if S is dense then suptdimDi x :
i P Nu “ dimD x.
Proof: Set d “ dimD x, e “ suptdimDi x : i P Nu.
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If d ă s P S then µspxq “ 0 which implies that µ
piq
s pxq “ 0 p@i P Nq hence
dimDi x ď d i.e. e ď d.
Let us now assume that e ă d for some x P X while S being dense. Then
there is p P S such that e ă p ă d. We get that µpiqp pxq “ 0 pi P Nq which
yields that µppxq “ 0 and then d ď p which is a contradiction. l
Remark 4.20 In the previous proposition we cannot omit the density
for S.
For showing that let Di equal to the same dimension structure for all
i P N with S being discrete. Let x P X, s P S such that 0 ă µpiqs pxq ă `8.
Then µ
piq
s`
pxq “ 0 pi P Nq hence µs`pxq “ 0 and µspxq “ `8. Therefore
suptdimDi x : i P Nu “ s while dimD x “ s
`.
Proposition 4.21 Let D be the measure sum of the dimension struc-
tures Di “ xX, µ
piq
s : s P Sy pi P Nq with S being discrete ordered. If x P X
let dx “ suptdimDi x : i P Nu. If dx ă dimD x then pdxq
` “ dimD x.
Proof: Obviously µ
piq
pdxq`
pxq “ 0 pi P Nq which implies that µpdxq`pxq “ 0
i.e. dimD x ď pdxq` and 4.19 gives the statement. l
We show another such construction.
Proposition 4.22 Let Di “ xX, µ
piq
s : s P Sy be dimensional structures
for all i P I with S being complete. Then D “
@
X, suptµpiqs : i P Iu : s P S
D
is a dimensional structure. l
4.5 Direct product
Proposition 4.23 Let D1 “ xX1, µ
p1q
s : s P S1y, D2 “ xX2, µ
p2q
s : s P
S2y be two dimension structures. Let X “ X1 ˆ X2, S “ S1 ˆ S2 equipped
with the product order. For x P X, x “ px1, x2q, s P S, s “ ps1, s2q let
ηspxq “
#
`8 if µp1qs1 px1q “ `8 or µ
p2q
s2 px2q “ `8
µ
p1q
s1 px1q ¨ µ
p2q
s2 px2q otherwise.
Then D1 “ xX, ηs : s P Sy is a dimension structure.
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Proof: (ax1): Let s, s1 P S, x P X, s “ ps1, s2q, x “ px1, x2q, s ă s1 “
ps1
1
, s1
2
q. Then either s1 ă s11, s2 ď s
1
2
or s2 ă s12, s1 ď s
1
1
.
If ηspxq ă `8 then µ
p1q
s1 px1q ă `8 and µ
p2q
s2 px2q ă `8. There are two
cases.
1. If s1 ă s11 then µ
p1q
s1
1
pxq “ 0 hence ηs1pxq “ 0.
2. If s2 ă s12 then µ
p2q
s1
2
px2q “ 0 which implies again that ηs1pxq “ 0.
(ax2): Let 0 ă ηspxq ă `8, ηs1pxq ă `8 and x “ px1, x2q and s “
ps1, s2q, s1 “ ps11, s
1
2
q. Then we know that 0 ă µp1qs1 px1q ă `8 and 0 ă
µ
p2q
s2 px2q ă `8, µ
p1q
s1
1
px1q ă `8 and µ
p2q
s1
2
px2q ă `8. Then s1 ď s11 and
s2 ď s12 which gives that s ď s
1.
(ax3): If x P X, x “ px1, x2q then set S 1 “ ts P S : ηspxq ă `8u, S 11 “
ts1 P S1 : µ
p1q
s1 px1q ă `8u, S 12 “ ts2 P S2 : µ
p2q
s2 px2q ă `8u. Then S 1 “ S 11ˆS
1
2
and inf S 1 “ pinf S 1
1
, inf S 1
2
q hence inf S 1 exists. l
Definition 4.24 We call D1 the direct product of D1 and D2 and denote
it by D1 ˆD2.
Remark 4.25 Actually we showed that dimD1ˆD2px1, x2q “ pdimD1 x1, dimD2 x2q.
Remark 4.26 In Examples 3.20 and 3.21 let us restrict ourself to sets
with positive measure. Then the direct product of the structure in Example
3.20 with itself can be embedded to a substructure of the structure in Example
3.21 if we identify pH,Kq with H ˆK pH,K Ă Rq.
Remark 4.27 Let f : pR` Y t0uq ˆ pR` Y t0uq Ñ R` and fp0, xq “
fpx, 0q “ 0 p@x P R` Y t0uq. If in the definition of ηspxq we replace the
product (of two numbers) to f then we end up with a dimension structure as
well.
Proposition 4.28 The direct product of two p-small dimension struc-
tures is p-small. l
Proposition 4.29 Let D1 “ xX1, µ
p1q
s : s P S1y, D2 “ xX2, µ
p2q
s : s P
S2y be two p-small, principal dimension structures. Then D1ˆD2 is principal
as well.
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Proof: Let x “ px1, x2q P X1ˆX2, S 1 “ tps1, s2q P S1ˆS2 : µps1,s2qpx1, x2q ă
`8u, S 1i “ tsi P Si : µ
piq
si pxiq ă `8u pi “ 1, 2q. Let s
1
i “ inf S
1
i pi “ 1, 2q.
Then we know that inf S 1 “ ps1
1
, s1
2
q. By assumption µs1
1
px1q ă `8, µs12px2q ă
`8.
If ps1
1
, s1
2
q ă ps2
1
, s2
2
q P S1ˆ S2 then Di P t1, 2u such that s1i ă s
2
i that gives
µs2i pxiq “ 0 which implies that µps21,s22qpx1, x2q “ 0 that we had to prove by
2.28. l
Now we define the i-direct product of arbitrary many structures.
Proposition 4.30 Let Di “ xXi, µs : s P Siy be dimension structures
for i P I. Let Z “
Ś
iPI
Xi, Q “
Ś
iPI
Si equipped with the product order. Let
z P Z, q P Q and let us denote the ith coordinate by zi, qi respectively. Let
ηqpzq “
#
`8 if Di P I such that µqipziq “ `8
inftµqipziq : i P Iu otherwise.
Then D1 “ xZ, ηq : q P Qy is a dimension structure.
Proof: (ax1): Let q, q1 P Q, z P Z, q ă q1. Then qj ď q1j and there is i P I
such that qi ă q1i.
If ηqpzq ă `8 then µqjpzjq ă `8 @j P I. Hence @j P I µq1jpzjq ă `8
moreover µq1ipziq “ 0. Therefore ηq1pzq “ 0.
(ax2): Let 0 ă ηqpzq ă `8, ηq1pzq ă `8. Then we know that 0 ă
µqjpzjq ă `8 and µq1jpzjq ă `8 p@j P Iq. Which implies that @j P I qj ď q
1
j
which gives that q ď q1.
(ax3): If z P Z then set Q1 “ tq P Q : ηqpzq ă `8u, S 1i “ ts P Si :
µspziq ă `8u pi P Iq. Then Q1 “
Ś
iPI
S 1i hence inf Q
1 exists. l
Definition 4.31 We call D1 the i-direct product of the system pDj : j P
Iq and denote it by iŚ
jPI
Dj.
Remark 4.32 For i-direct product pdimD1 zqi “ dimDi zi holds.
Now we define another type of product.
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Proposition 4.33 Let D1 “ xX1, µ
p1q
s : s P S1y, D2 “ xX2, µ
p2q
s : s P
S2y be two dimension structures and let D1 be small.
Let X “ X1ˆX2, S “ S1ˆ S2 equipped with the lexicographic order. For
x P X, x “ px1, x2q, s P S, s “ ps1, s2q let
µspxq “ µps1,s2qpx1, x2q “
#
`8 if µs1px1q “ `8
µs1px1q ¨ µs2px2q otherwise.
Then D1 “ xX, µs : s P Sy is a dimension structure.
Proof:
(ax1): If µps1,s2qpx1, x2q ă `8 then either µs1px1q “ 0 or 0 ă µs1px1q ă `8
and µs2px2q ă `8.
Let ps1, s2q ă ps11, s
1
2
q. There are two cases.
(1) s1 “ s11, s2 ă s
1
2
: If µs1px1q “ 0 then µs11px1q “ 0 hence µspxq “ 0.
If µs2px2q ă `8 then µs12px2q “ 0 therefore µspxq “ 0.
(2) s1 ă s11: Then µs11px1q “ 0 hence µspxq “ 0.
(ax2): If 0 ă µps1,s2qpx1, x2q ă `8 then 0 ă µs1px1q ă `8 and 0 ă µs2px2q ă
`8. Let µps1
1
,s1
2
qpx1, x2q ă `8. Then either µs1
1
px1q “ 0 or 0 ă
µs1
1
px1q ă `8 and µs1
2
px2q ă `8. When applying (ax2) in D1 and
D2 we get that s1 ă s11 or s1 “ s
1
1
, s2 ď s12. That gives that ps1, s2q ď
ps1
1
, s1
2
q.
(ax3): For a given x “ px1, x2q P X let
S 1 “ ts P S : µspxq “ 0u, S 1i “ tsi P Si : µsipxiq “ 0u pi “ 1, 2q.
Then using the fact that x1 is a dim-point we get that
S 1 “ S 1
1
ˆ S2 Y tdimD1 x1u ˆ S
1
2
which implies that dimpx1, x2q “ pdim x1, dim x2q.
l
Definition 4.34 We call D1 the l-direct product of D1 and D2 and de-
note it by D1
lŚD2.
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Proposition 4.35 Let D1 “ xX1, µ
p1q
s : s P S1y, D2 “ xX2, µ
p2q
s :
s P S2y be two principal dimension structures and let D1 be p-small. Then
D1
lŚD2 is principal as well.
Proof: For a given x “ px1, x2q P X let
S 1 “ ts P S : µspxq ă `8u, S 1i “ tsi P Si : µsipxiq ă `8u pi “ 1, 2q.
As in the proof of the previous proposition (4.33) we get that
S 1 “ S 1
1
ˆ S2 Y tdimD1 x1u ˆ S
1
2
.
Set si “ inf S 1i pi “ 1, 2q. With that we have that dim x “ ps1, s2q.
Let s1 “ ps1
1
, s1
2
q P S such that ps1, s2q ă ps11, s
1
2
q. There are two cases.
(1) If s1 ă s11 then µs11px1q “ 0 which yields that µs1pxq “ 0.
(2) If s1 “ s11, s2 ă s
1
2
then by p-smallness µs1
1
px1q ă `8 and µs1
2
px2q “ 0
which gives again that µs1pxq “ 0.
By 2.28 we are done. l
4.6 Mapping between structures
Proposition 4.36 Let D1 “ xX1, µ
p1q
s : s P Sy be a dimension structure
with S being complete ordered. Let D2 “ xX2, µ
p2q
s : s P Sy be given such that
X2 is a set, µ
p2q
s ps P Sq is a function µ
p2q
s : X2 Ñ R` Y t0,`8u. Let
f : X1 Ñ X2 be a surjective mapping. Let @x P X1 µ
p1q
s pxq ď µ
p2q
s pfpxqq and
if @x P f´1pyq py P X2q µ
p1q
s pxq “ 0 then µ
p2q
s pyq “ 0. Then D2 is a dimension
structure as well.
Proof: If µ
p2q
s pyq ă `8 then there is x P X such that y “ fpxq and then
µ
p1q
s pxq ă `8 holds as well. If s ă p then µ
p1q
p pxq “ 0 which gives that
µ
p2q
p pyq “ 0 too. l
The previous condition holds if suptµp1qs pxq : fpxq “ yu “ µ
p2q
s pyq.
Remark 4.37 If we substitute the condition
@x P X1 µp1qs pxq ď µ
p2q
s pfpxqq
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to
@x P X1 signpµp1qs pxqq “ signpµ
p2q
s pfpxqqq
we get a valid statemet too.
Definition 4.38 Let Di “ xXi, µ
piq
s : s P Siy be two dimension struc-
tures for i “ 1, 2. Let f : X1 Ñ X2, g : S1 Ñ S2 be given such that g
preserves the order (if s ď p ps, p P S1q then gpsq ď gppq).
We call pf, gq a morphism between D1 and D2 if x P X1, s P S1 implies
that µ
p1q
s pxq ď µ
p2q
gpsqpfpxqq.
We call pf, gq an isomorphism between D1 and D2 if f, g are bijections
and x P X1, s P S1 implies that µ
p1q
s pxq “ µ
p2q
gpsqpfpxqq.
We call pf, gq a semi-isomorphism between D1 and D2 if f, g are bijections
and x P X1, s P S1 implies that
µp1qs pxq ă `8 ðñ µ
p2q
gpsqpfpxqq ă `8.
Proposition 4.39 If pf, gq is a semi-isomorphism between D1 and D2
then
µp1qs pxq “ `8 ðñ µ
p2q
gpsqpfpxqq “ `8 px P X, s P Sq.
Proposition 4.40 If pf, gq is a semi-isomorphism between D1 and D2
then gpdim xq “ dim fpxq px P Xq.
If pf, gq is a isomorphism between D1 and D2 then
µ
p1q
dimxpxq “ µ
p2q
gpdimxqpfpxqq px P Xq
holds as well. l
Lemma 4.41 If pf, gq is a morphism between D1 and D2 and 0 ă
µ
p1q
dimxpxq and gpdim xq and dim fpxq are comparable then gpdim xq ď dim fpxq px P
Xq.
Proof: From the condition we get that 0 ă µp2q
gpdimxqpfpxqq which yields
the statement. l
Proposition 4.42 Let Di “ xXi, µ
piq
s : s P Siy be two dimension struc-
tures (i “ 1, 2) with S1, S2 being dense, complete and ordered. Let f : X1 Ñ
X2, g : S1 Ñ S2 be given such that g preserves the order and let g be
continuous between the topologies induced by the orders. Then gpdimxq ď
dim fpxq px P Xq.
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Proof: By 2.16 we know that dim x “ suppS1q`8x px P X1q, dim y “
suppS2q`8y py P X2q. The density of S1, S2 and the continuity of g gives that
gpsupP q “ suppgpP qq pP Ă S1q. But gppS1q`8x q Ă pS2q
`8
fpxq which gives the
statement. l
We present a straightforward but important example for semi-isomorphim.
Proposition 4.43 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a dimension structure.
Set νspxq “ sign
`
µspxq
˘
when x P X, s P S. Then D1 “ xX, νs : s P Sy
is a dimension structure. Moreover D and D1 are semi-isomorph for f “
idX , g “ idS. l
4.7 On extensions
The most problematic axiom of a dimension structure is (ax3) which requires
the existence of an infimum. In this subsection we are going to investigate if
a pre-structure satisfies (ax1) and (ax2) then how we can extend it to satisfies
(ax3) as well.
Definition 4.44 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be given such that X is a
set, xS,ăy is a partially ordered set, µs ps P Sq is a function µs : X Ñ
R
` Y t0,`8u and axioms (ax1) and (ax2) hold. Then we call D a pre-
dimension structure.
Theorem 4.45 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a pre-dimension structure
with S being a lattice. Then there exists an extension Dˆ of D such that
Dˆ “ xX, µs : s P Sˆy is a dimension structure, S Ă Sˆ and if p, q P S then
p ăS q ðñ p ăSˆ q.
Proof: If for x P X the infimum of Sx does not exist then add a new
element to S i.e. let
Sˆ “ S Y txˆ : x P X and E inf Sxu
with the equivalence that xˆ “ yˆ if Sx “ Sy (or more precisely add the
equivalence classes to S).
We have to define µ on the new elements. If xˆ P Sˆ ´ S, y P X then let
µxˆpyq “ suptµspyq : s P Sxu.
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Let us observe that this definition works for p P S too: µppyq “ suptµspyq :
p ď su.
Let us define order on Sˆ: If t, u P Sˆ then let
t ďSˆ u ðñ
$’’&
’’%
if t, u P S then t ďS u
if t “ xˆ P Sˆ ´ S, u P S then u P Sx
if t P S, u “ yˆ P Sˆ ´ S then p P Sy implies that t ďS p
if t “ xˆ, u “ yˆ P Sˆ ´ S then Sy Ă Sx.
We have to check if it is an order.
Reflexivity: We have to check points in S and Sˆ ´ S and both cases are
straightforward.
Antisymmetry: If t, u P S or t, u P Sˆ ´ S then it is obvious. Let xˆ ď
u, u ď xˆ pu P Sq. Then u P Sx and @p P Sx u ď p which yields that
u “ inf Sx that is a contradiction. Let now t ď yˆ, yˆ ď t pt P Sq. Then
@p P Sy t ď p and t P Sy which means that t “ inf Sy – a contradiction again.
Transitivity: Let assume that t ď u, u ď w. We have to check 8 cases. If
t, u, w P S then it is clear that t ď w holds. If t “ xˆ, u “ yˆ, w “ zˆ P Sˆ ´ S
then Sz Ă Sy Ă Sx gives that Sz Ă Sx which is t ď w. If t, u P S, w “ zˆ
then p P Sz implies that u ď p, and then t ď p. If t, w P S, u “ yˆ then
s P Sy ñ t ď s and w P Sy which yields that t ď w. If t “ xˆ, u, w P S
then u P Sx, u ď w ñ w P Sx. If t P S, u “ yˆ, w “ zˆ then Sz Ă Sy and
s P Sy ñ t ď s hence s P Sz ñ t ď s. If t “ xˆ, w “ zˆ, u P S then
u P Sx, s P Sz ñ u ď s that yields that Sz Ă Sx. If t “ xˆ, u “ yˆ, w P S then
Sy Ă Sx, w P Sy which implies that w P Sx.
(ax1) Let t ă u and µtpxq ă `8. We have to check 4 cases. If t, u P S then it
is (ax1) in D. If t “ xˆ, u P S then u P Sx i.e. µupxq “ 0. If t P S, u “ yˆ
then s P Sy ñ t ă s hence µspxq “ 0 for all s P Sy which gives that
µyˆpxq “ 0. If t “ xˆ, u “ yˆ then Sy Ă Sx hence µspxq “ 0 for all s P Sy
which gives that µyˆpxq “ 0.
(ax2) Let 0 ă µtpyq ă `8, µupyq ă `8. We have to check 4 cases. If t, u P S
then it is (ax2) in D. If t “ xˆ, u P S then @p P Sx µppyq ă `8 and
Dq P Sx such that 0 ă µqpyq ă `8 which gives that q ď u hence u P Sx
i.e. xˆ ď u. If t P S, u “ xˆ then @p P Sx µppxq ă `8 which means
that each p P Sx is comparable with t therefore t ď p i.e. t ď xˆ. If
t “ xˆ, u “ zˆ then @p P Sx µppxq ă `8 and Dq P Sx such that µqpyq ą 0
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and @r P Sz µrpyq ă `8 which gives that @r P Sz q ď r hence Sz Ă Sx
i.e. xˆ ď zˆ.
(ax3) Let
Sˆx “ ts P Sˆ : µspxq ă `8u “ Sx Y tyˆ P Sˆ ´ S : µyˆpxq ă `8u.
Let infS, inf Sˆ denote the infimum in S and Sˆ respectively.
We have two cases.
(1) If infS Sx does not exist in S. Now we show that inf Sˆ Sˆx “ xˆ. If
p P Sx then xˆ ď p by definition of ďSˆ. If µyˆpxq ă `8 then suptµspxq :
s P Syu ă `8 which gives that @s P Sy µspxq ă `8 hence s P Sx i.e.
Sy Ă Sx that is xˆ ď yˆ.
If t P S, @s P Sˆx t ďSˆ s then @s P Sx t ď s i.e. t ď xˆ. If yˆ P Sˆ ´ S, @s P
Sˆx yˆ ď s then @s P Sx yˆ ď s hence s P Sy which gives that Sx Ă Sy i.e.
yˆ ď xˆ.
(2) If s0 “ infS Sx exists in S. In this case we show that s0 “ inf Sˆ Sˆx. If
s P Sx then s0 ď s. If yˆ P Sˆx´S then µyˆpxq ă `8 i.e. @p P Sy µppxq ă
`8 hence p P Sx which gives that s0 ď p and we get that s0 ď yˆ.
If s P S and @t P Sˆx s ď t then @t P Sx s ď t. Therefore s ď s0. If
@t P Sˆx yˆ ď t then @t P Sx yˆ ď t that is t P Sy that gives that Sx Ă Sy.
Then Sx “ Sy would be a contradiction hence there exists s P Sy ´ Sx.
From lattice theory we get that infS Sx Y tsu “ s0 ^ s. From part (1)
yˆ “ inf Sˆ Sˆy that gives that yˆ ď s0 ^ s ď s0.
l
Proposition 4.46 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a pre-dimension struc-
ture and Dˆ be its extension as described in 4.45. If D is principal then so is
Dˆ.
Proof: We use the notations introduced in the proof of 4.45.
There are two cases we have to manage. During that we will apply 2.28.
(1) If s0 “ inf Sˆ Sˆx P S. If s0 ă s P S then µspxq “ 0. If s0 ă yˆ then
@p P Sy s0 ă p hence µppxq “ 0 which gives that µyˆpxq “ 0.
(2) If xˆ “ inf Sˆ Sˆx P Sˆ´S. If xˆ ă s ps P Sq then s P Sx that is µspxq ă `8
but s ‰ infS Sx hence µspxq “ 0. If xˆ ă yˆ then Sy Ă Sx which gives that
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@p P Sy µppxq ă `8 but p ‰ infS Sx therefore µppxq “ 0 p@p P Syq which
implies that µyˆpxq “ 0. l
Now we investigate how unique the previous extension is.
Theorem 4.47 Let D “ xX, µs : s P Sy be a pre-dimension structure
with S being a lattice. Let D be principal. Let Dˆ be its extension as described
in 4.45. Let D1 “ xX, µs : s P S 1y be a dimension structure such that D
is one of its substructures. Then there is f : Sˆ Ñ S 1 that preserves order,
injective and keeps S pointwise fixed (s P S Ă Sˆ ñ fpsq “ s P S 1). Moreover
µD
1
s pxq “ µ
Dˆ
s pxq if s P S, and µ
D
1
fpxˆqpxq ě suptµ
Dˆ
s pxq : s P Sxu.
Proof: Let
fptq “
#
t if t P S
infS1 Sx if t P Sˆ ´ S, t “ xˆ.
We show that f preserves order. Let t, u P Sˆ t ă u. If t, u P S then it is
clear. If t “ xˆ, u P S then u P Sx hence infS1 Sx ď u. If t P S, u “ yˆ then
@s P Sy t ď s therefore t ď infS1 Sy. If t “ xˆ, u “ yˆ then Sy Ă Sx which
yields that infS1 Sx ď infS1 Sy.
Now we prove that f is injective. Let t, u P Sˆ, t ‰ u. If t, u P S then
it is obvious. If t “ xˆ, u P S then infS1 Sx ‰ u because let us assume that
they were equal. Then infS1 Sx P S would hold which would give that t “ u
– a contradiction. If t “ xˆ, u “ yˆ then assume that infS1 Sx “ infS1 Sy.
By principality it would yield that Sx “ Sy hence xˆ “ yˆ would hold – a
contradiction.
Evidently µD
1
s pxq “ µ
Dˆ
s pxq ps P Sq holds because D is a substructure of
both Dˆ and D1. If s P Sx then µD
1
fpxˆqpxq ě µ
D
1
s pxq but µ
D
1
s pxq “ µ
Dˆ
s pxq which
gives the last statement. l
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